


Survey overview









What do you want to learn from this course? 

How to run user study

Course requirement

I want to do something cool

How tech around me works and how I can 
apply them to software engineering consepts. 
And broaden my understanding in general.

I wish to learn fabrication techniques such as 3d 
modelling/printing, laser cutting as well as ongoing 
interactive tech used in HCI domain

I want to learn to build projects and have most time spent on building

I want to learn a possible research question between visualization 
and physical computing. (e.g.: accessibility, creativity, etc) If 
possible, I hope to submit a workshop paper or any other small 
written outcome to a venue after the class.

I would like to have more hardware and robotics skills. I 
also have limited exposure to HCI but find it very 
interesting and generally want to be more exposed to the 
content area.

Learn basics of HCI and understand if anyway I can incorporate with my 
area of research

I want to learn a possible research question between visualization and 
physical computing. (e.g.: accessibility, creativity, etc) If possible, I hope to 
submit a workshop paper or any other small written outcome to a venue 
after the class.

I want to learn a possible research question between 
visualization and physical computing. (e.g.: 
accessibility, creativity, etc) If possible, I hope to 
submit a workshop paper or any other small written 
outcome to a venue after the class.



Concerns that you would like to share with me?

I am a little concerned that this class may take up a little to much time 
relative to my research.

I'm concerned that I don't have much of engineering background.

Time limit to complete a project

It looks like the workload of the course is heavy.

I am a little concerned that this class may take up a little to much time relative 
to my research.

I do not have any experience with coding with hardware, so I am a bit worried 
about the projects and the mini robot climbing competition.



Sparkfun.com (a great starting point to buy various electronic components)
Adafruit.com (another great website as a "one-stop" shopping site)
Pololu.com (especially good for all kinds of motors)
Hobbyking.com (another website for shopping motors, especially drone-related motors such as servo/brushless motors)
Robotshop.com (Motors + robot-related hardware)
Mcmaster.com (screws, pipe, foam sheet, acrylics, etc)
Amazon.com (this one you know for sure)
Ebay.com (you may find some very interesting items that are not easy to find in the US ->; warning can be delayed!)

Sources for ordering project related components.
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How would you BUILD a 
multi-touch devices?  



How will you track the finger?
With what hardware?



1 min brainstorming
Draw some sketches?



Camera-based
Resistive
Capacitive …

There are lots of different

Type of technologies



Let’s review the history again…



Steve Jobs, 2007:
“And we have invented 
a new technology 
called multi-touch, 
which is phenomenal. 
[0:33:33]



1986: Sensor Frame (McAvinney)



but there is tech close to multi-touch
that actually was invented even earlier…



Ivan Sutherland Demos Sketchpad, 1963



we have come a long way since then…



30 years later, multi-touch has reached the consumer market…



and then there’s still stuff 
that hasn’t reached the consumer market yet



1991: Pierre Wellner, Digital Desk



multi-touch:
engineering principles



#1 - Laser Light Plane (LLP)
camera based multi-touch technology



http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/llp/

laser light shines 
as close as possible 
above the surface

hit the light plane,
object(finger) 

lights up

bright spots from 
the camera

How does this recognize touch?
30s brainstorming



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GcmDOH8ebw



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mliHstoD4iU



http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/llp/

laser light shines 
as close as possible 
above the surface

hit the light plane,
object(finger) 

lights up

bright spots from 
the camera



easy to do computer vision tracking based on this



#2 - frustrated total internal reflection
camera based multi-touch technology



total internal reflection



http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/ftir/

light is inserted 
into the sides of 
acrylic panel

when finger touches panel, the 
infrared light is “frustrated” which 
causes the light to escape internal 
reflection and scatter downwards

bright spots from 
the camera



#2 - frustrated total internal reflection
  

camera based multi-touch technology

- combine with projector

since acrylic is transparent, you cannot directly project on it 
add a projection surface allows to display an image



http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/ftir/

Projector

projection surface: 
translucent silicone rubber layer



http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/ftir/

Projector



[Jeff Han, 2006]

UIST 2005 paper (lasting impact award)



#3 - rear diffused illumination (rear DI)
camera based multi-touch technology



light shined from below the touch surface

when the light hits a finger, 
light is reflected downwards 

bright spots from the camera



#3 - rear diffused illumination (rear DI)

#2 - frustrated total internal reflection

Any difference then?



#3 - rear diffused illumination (rear DI)

#2 - frustrated total internal reflection

Any difference then?

can better detect 
hovering over 
the surface



#3 - rear diffused illumination (rear DI)
camera based multi-touch technology



#4 - front diffused illumination (front DI)
camera based multi-touch technology



http://sethsandler.com/multitouch/frontdi/

light shined from above 
the touch surface



#4 - front diffused illumination (front DI)

Comparison?

#3 - rear diffused illumination (rear DI)

finger blocks the light
from the camera



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLAzlNB0QQY



MTBiggie by Seth Sandler, 2011

How to build one by yourself



camera based multi-touch technology

#1 - laser Light Plane (LLP)
#2 - frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR)
#3 - rear diffused illumination (rear DI)
#4 - front diffused illumination (front DI)

A light source
A way to break the light
A cam to capture the spot/shadow 



What are the limitations of camera based 
multi-touch technique?



What are the limitations of camera based 
multi-touch technique?

the camera to be placed 
at some distance from 
the display 



Put the sensor not to the bottom of the display 
but to the side of it



infrared touch panels (ITP)



infrared touch panels (ITP)



infrared touch panels (ITP)



infrared touch panels (ITP)

Y3

X6



infrared touch panels (ITP)

Y3

X6

infrared LEDs and light sensors 
placed in a grid on bezel
LEDs transmit light to light sensors on the other side
anything that disrupts light, will register as touch



CHI 2012
Moeller et.al. from TAMU



resistive touch panels (RTP)
infrared touch panels (ITP)



Layer1
Film with conductive coating

resistive touch panels (RTP)

Layer2
Glass with conductive coating

Spacer Dot



Layer2
Glass with conductive coating

Layer1
Film with conductive coating

Spacer Dot

resistive touch panels (RTP)

when the top sheet gets pressed by a finger, the pressed point 
makes contact with the bottom sheet
electricity now get conducted at the contact point







https://www.dmccoltd.com/english/products/fivewire.asp

Sensing principle? 



resistive touch panels (RTP)
infrared touch panels (ITP)

capacitive touch screens



capacitive 
touch screens



Driving lines
with constant

electric current

Sensing lines 
to detect 

electric current



Driving lines
with constant

electric current

Sensing lines 
to detect 

electric current

Electrostatic Field



Electrostatic Field

Human body has a natural capacitance
distorting the electrostatic field 
at the contact point

Real touch screen
has a very high 
density of the grid



http://www.sky-
technology.eu/en/displays/touch-
screens/projected-capacitive-
touch-screens-how-they-work.html

same principle

infrared touch panels (ITP)

resistive touch panels (RTP)

capacitive touch screens

same principle



CHI 2002
Jun Rekimoto



UIST 2001
Dietz et.al.



Camera-based | Resistive | Capacitive | …

Learn the technologies behind multi-touch screen



Recap

technologies behind multi-touch screen
Camera-based | Resistive | Capacitive | …
#1 - laser Light Plane (LLP)
#2 - frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR)
#3 - rear diffused illumination (rear DI)
#4 - front diffused illumination (front DI)



Recap

technologies behind multi-touch screen
Camera-based | Resistive | Capacitive | …



Recap

technologies behind multi-touch screen
Camera-based | Resistive | Capacitive | …

Y3

X6



We have seen touchscreen devices almost everywhere nowadays 
replacing physical buttons



What can we do 
for people who 
cannot benefit 
from it?





UIST 2023
Liang et.al. 



Learn

• Varies interactive technologies
• Technologies behind the scene

Wed: Milestone 1 presentation

Special thanks to Prof. Stefanie Mueller for the material



Optional readings

UIST 2019
Guo et.al. 

UIST 2001
Dietz et.al. 



Link: https://shorturl.at/dTVY1


